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Alicia Silverstone is an animatronic cow (12)
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Actress Alicia Silverstone has lent her voice to this animatronic cow.   The Clueless star has provided the narration to the life-size robot to back an anti-dairy campaign.  The cow - Carly - is the brainchild of animal rights' group, PETA [People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals].  Alicia, a well-known animal advocate, tells the story of Carly's escape from a dairy farm and rescue by a sanctuary, and what happened to the friends she left behind.  Carly will tour schools around the US in a bid to promote plant-based alternatives to dairy.  "Being vegan truly is the secret to my life's joy and peace," Silverstone told PETA.   "I feel physically and spiritually better than I could have ever imagined knowing that I am doing everything I can to reduce animal suffering.".  17 Oct 2018  Pictured: Alicia Silverstone and Carly.  Photo credit: MEGA/PETA / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Actress Alicia Silverstone has lent her voice to this animatronic cow.   The Clueless star has provided the narration to the life-size robot to back an anti-dairy campaign.  The cow - Carly - is the brainchild of animal rights' group, PETA [People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals].  Alicia, a well-known animal advocate, tells the story of Carly's escape from a dairy farm and rescue by a sanctuary, and what happened to the friends she left behind.  Carly will tour schools around the US in a bid to promote plant-based alternatives to dairy.  "Being vegan truly is the secret to my life's joy and peace," Silverstone told PETA.   "I feel physically and spiritually better than I could have ever imagined knowing that I am doing everything I can to reduce animal suffering.".  17 Oct 2018  Pictured: Alicia Silverstone and Carly.  Photo credit: MEGA/PETA / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Actress Alicia Silverstone has lent her voice to this animatronic cow.   The Clueless star has provided the narration to the life-size robot to back an anti-dairy campaign.  The cow - Carly - is the brainchild of animal rights' group, PETA [People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals].  Alicia, a well-known animal advocate, tells the story of Carly's escape from a dairy farm and rescue by a sanctuary, and what happened to the friends she left behind.  Carly will tour schools around the US in a bid to promote plant-based alternatives to dairy.  "Being vegan truly is the secret to my life's joy and peace," Silverstone told PETA.   "I feel physically and spiritually better than I could have ever imagined knowing that I am doing everything I can to reduce animal suffering.".  17 Oct 2018  Pictured: Carly the Cow.  Photo credit: MEGA/PETA / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Actress Alicia Silverstone has lent her voice to this animatronic cow.   The Clueless star has provided the narration to the life-size robot to back an anti-dairy campaign.  The cow - Carly - is the brainchild of animal rights' group, PETA [People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals].  Alicia, a well-known animal advocate, tells the story of Carly's escape from a dairy farm and rescue by a sanctuary, and what happened to the friends she left behind.  Carly will tour schools around the US in a bid to promote plant-based alternatives to dairy.  "Being vegan truly is the secret to my life's joy and peace," Silverstone told PETA.   "I feel physically and spiritually better than I could have ever imagined knowing that I am doing everything I can to reduce animal suffering.".  17 Oct 2018  Pictured: Carly the Cow.  Photo credit: MEGA/PETA / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Actress Alicia Silverstone has lent her voice to this animatronic cow.   The Clueless star has provided the narration to the life-size robot to back an anti-dairy campaign.  The cow - Carly - is the brainchild of animal rights' group, PETA [People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals].  Alicia, a well-known animal advocate, tells the story of Carly's escape from a dairy farm and rescue by a sanctuary, and what happened to the friends she left behind.  Carly will tour schools around the US in a bid to promote plant-based alternatives to dairy.  "Being vegan truly is the secret to my life's joy and peace," Silverstone told PETA.   "I feel physically and spiritually better than I could have ever imagined knowing that I am doing everything I can to reduce animal suffering.".  17 Oct 2018  Pictured: Carly the Cow.  Photo credit: MEGA/PETA / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Actress Alicia Silverstone has lent her voice to this animatronic cow.   The Clueless star has provided the narration to the life-size robot to back an anti-dairy campaign.  The cow - Carly - is the brainchild of animal rights' group, PETA [People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals].  Alicia, a well-known animal advocate, tells the story of Carly's escape from a dairy farm and rescue by a sanctuary, and what happened to the friends she left behind.  Carly will tour schools around the US in a bid to promote plant-based alternatives to dairy.  "Being vegan truly is the secret to my life's joy and peace," Silverstone told PETA.   "I feel physically and spiritually better than I could have ever imagined knowing that I am doing everything I can to reduce animal suffering.".  17 Oct 2018  Pictured: Carly the Cow.  Photo credit: MEGA/PETA / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Actress Alicia Silverstone has lent her voice to this animatronic cow.   The Clueless star has provided the narration to the life-size robot to back an anti-dairy campaign.  The cow - Carly - is the brainchild of animal rights' group, PETA [People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals].  Alicia, a well-known animal advocate, tells the story of Carly's escape from a dairy farm and rescue by a sanctuary, and what happened to the friends she left behind.  Carly will tour schools around the US in a bid to promote plant-based alternatives to dairy.  "Being vegan truly is the secret to my life's joy and peace," Silverstone told PETA.   "I feel physically and spiritually better than I could have ever imagined knowing that I am doing everything I can to reduce animal suffering.".  17 Oct 2018  Pictured: Alicia Silverstone voices Carly.  Photo credit: MEGA/PETA / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Actress Alicia Silverstone has lent her voice to this animatronic cow.   The Clueless star has provided the narration to the life-size robot to back an anti-dairy campaign.  The cow - Carly - is the brainchild of animal rights' group, PETA [People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals].  Alicia, a well-known animal advocate, tells the story of Carly's escape from a dairy farm and rescue by a sanctuary, and what happened to the friends she left behind.  Carly will tour schools around the US in a bid to promote plant-based alternatives to dairy.  "Being vegan truly is the secret to my life's joy and peace," Silverstone told PETA.   "I feel physically and spiritually better than I could have ever imagined knowing that I am doing everything I can to reduce animal suffering.".  17 Oct 2018  Pictured: Carly the Cow.  Photo credit: MEGA/PETA / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Actress Alicia Silverstone has lent her voice to this animatronic cow.   The Clueless star has provided the narration to the life-size robot to back an anti-dairy campaign.  The cow - Carly - is the brainchild of animal rights' group, PETA [People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals].  Alicia, a well-known animal advocate, tells the story of Carly's escape from a dairy farm and rescue by a sanctuary, and what happened to the friends she left behind.  Carly will tour schools around the US in a bid to promote plant-based alternatives to dairy.  "Being vegan truly is the secret to my life's joy and peace," Silverstone told PETA.   "I feel physically and spiritually better than I could have ever imagined knowing that I am doing everything I can to reduce animal suffering.".  17 Oct 2018  Pictured: Carly the Cow.  Photo credit: MEGA/PETA / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Actress Alicia Silverstone has lent her voice to this animatronic cow.   The Clueless star has provided the narration to the life-size robot to back an anti-dairy campaign.  The cow - Carly - is the brainchild of animal rights' group, PETA [People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals].  Alicia, a well-known animal advocate, tells the story of Carly's escape from a dairy farm and rescue by a sanctuary, and what happened to the friends she left behind.  Carly will tour schools around the US in a bid to promote plant-based alternatives to dairy.  "Being vegan truly is the secret to my life's joy and peace," Silverstone told PETA.   "I feel physically and spiritually better than I could have ever imagined knowing that I am doing everything I can to reduce animal suffering.".  17 Oct 2018  Pictured: Carly the Cow.  Photo credit: MEGA/PETA / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Actress Alicia Silverstone has lent her voice to this animatronic cow.   The Clueless star has provided the narration to the life-size robot to back an anti-dairy campaign.  The cow - Carly - is the brainchild of animal rights' group, PETA [People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals].  Alicia, a well-known animal advocate, tells the story of Carly's escape from a dairy farm and rescue by a sanctuary, and what happened to the friends she left behind.  Carly will tour schools around the US in a bid to promote plant-based alternatives to dairy.  "Being vegan truly is the secret to my life's joy and peace," Silverstone told PETA.   "I feel physically and spiritually better than I could have ever imagined knowing that I am doing everything I can to reduce animal suffering.".  17 Oct 2018  Pictured: Alicia Silverstone and Carly.  Photo credit: MEGA/PETA / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Actress Alicia Silverstone has lent her voice to this animatronic cow.   The Clueless star has provided the narration to the life-size robot to back an anti-dairy campaign.  The cow - Carly - is the brainchild of animal rights' group, PETA [People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals].  Alicia, a well-known animal advocate, tells the story of Carly's escape from a dairy farm and rescue by a sanctuary, and what happened to the friends she left behind.  Carly will tour schools around the US in a bid to promote plant-based alternatives to dairy.  "Being vegan truly is the secret to my life's joy and peace," Silverstone told PETA.   "I feel physically and spiritually better than I could have ever imagined knowing that I am doing everything I can to reduce animal suffering.".  17 Oct 2018  Pictured: Alicia Silverstone voices Carly.  Photo credit: MEGA/PETA / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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